Notes

indicative line of boundary fencing to
back of pavement flanking Arnold Way metal mesh fencing on PCC posts,
approx 1800 H; with metal gates

All dimensions must be checked on site
& not scaled from this drawing
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2017 OS 100019980
profiled sheet
metal roof
black plastics
RW goods
timber-framed
windows (some over-clad
in ply or OSB, for reasons
of security or decay)

exposed
pre-cast
concrete
posts

(line of separating fence, beyond)

Scouts' enclosed forecourt
mostly grassed with local trees
as indicated on other drawings

PCC plank infill
cladding between
PCC posts

4th Oxford Scouts Building; as-existing WEST ELEVATION (largely hidden)

(overgrown scrub area to side & rear)

indicative line of boundary fencing to
back of pavement flanking Arnold Way metal mesh fencing on PCC posts,
approx 1800 H; with metal gates

viewd from blocked-off bridle way (NB this elevation mostly
NOT visible from areas accessible to the public; also
heavily screened by over-grown trees & scrub)
line of Scouts Building, beyond
(overgrown scrub area beyond MUGA)
flat roof with projecting fascia
finished in asphalt shingles
dashed line shows indicative
extent of MUGA enclosure
(MUGA fences 2m H to long sides
& 3m H at short ends)

stained horizontal boarding to
head of windows & entrance doors
road frontage to L M Building
largely grassed & with slight
fall towards roadway (not drawn)

high-level windows to WCs

high-level windows to changing room
(tone indicates solid infill panels)
NB mesh security screens not drawn

wall-fixed signage
projecting brick pier

free-standing shelter

Louie Memorial Pavilion: as-existing EAST ELEVATION

painted flush door
to changing areas

external walls in brickwork
with multi-colour painted finishes

white uPVC windows with
internal bar & external mesh
security screens (not drawn)
Main Entrance: flush double doors in natural
metal finish with matching side panel

viewed from Louie Memorial Playing Fields

pressed metal verge to
profiled sheet metal roof

5m

10m

indicative position
& height of pole to
overhead cables, in
gap between buildings

local stained timber
vertical boarding

flat roof with projecting fascia
finished in asphalt shingles
exposed
pre-cast
concrete
posts

this area towards rear
of Scouts building &
up to bridle way, is
heavily-overgrown with
trees & scrub

black
plastics
RW goods

towards Louie Memorial Playing Fields
high-level window
& vent to showers
(with security mesh)

PCC plank infill
cladding between
PCC posts

external walls in
brickwork, painted white

FULL PLANNING APPLICATION
free-standing shelter

(heights measured off plinth)
P1

Both buildings: as-existing SOUTH ELEVATION
Louie Memorial Pavilion (right) with 4th Oxford Scouts Building (left)
- viewed from scrub area (NB L M Pavilion mostly visible but
Scouts building is mostly hidden by overgrown scrub)

indicative position
& height of pole to
overhead cables, in
gap between buildings
pressed metal verge to
profiled sheet metal roof

flat roof with projecting fascia
finished in asphalt shingles

local stained timber
vertical boarding
indicative postition of
over-grown Leylandii tree
(not drawn, see other drawings)

black uPVC
RW goods

(shelter beyond)

exposed
pre-cast
concrete
posts
grassed
infill
area
between
buildings

indicative line of
MUGA enclosure, beyond

white uPVC windows with
internal bar & external mesh
security screens (not drawn)

PCC plank infill
cladding between
PCC posts

(overgrown scrub area beyond)

wall-fixed signage

external walls in brickwork
with multi-colour painted finishes

Both buildings: as-existing NORTH ELEVATION
Louie Memorial Pavilion (left) with 4th Oxford Scouts Building (right):
viewed from Arnold Way

flush timber doors
inset within boarded
angled reveals

(heights measured off plinth)

indicative line of boundary to bridle path original fencing largely derelict & heavily overgrown

indicative line of boundary to bridle path original fencing largely derelict & heavily overgrown
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line of fence between
Scouts site & LM Pavilion site:
metal mesh fence on PCC posts
approx 1700 H & locally overgrown
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